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Abstract

The east margin of the Siberian craton is a typical passive margin with a thick succession of sedimentary rocks ranging in

age from Mesoproterozoic to Tertiary. Several zones with distinct structural styles are recognized and reflect an eastward-

migrating depocenter. Mesozoic orogeny was preceded by several Mesoproterozoic to Paleozoic tectonic events. In the South

Verkhoyansk, the most intense pre-Mesozoic event, 1000–950 Ma rifting, affected the margin of the Siberian craton and

formed half-graben basins, bounded by listric normal faults. Neoproterozoic compressional structures occurred locally, whereas

extensional structures, related to latest Neoproterozoic–early Paleozoic rifting events, have yet to be identified. Devonian

rifting is recognized throughout the eastern margin of the Siberian craton and is represented by numerous normal faults and

local half-graben basins.

Estimated shortening associated with Mesozoic compression shows that the inner parts of ancient rifts are now hidden

beneath late Paleozoic–Mesozoic siliciclastics of the Verkhoyansk Complex and that only the outer parts are exposed in frontal

ranges of the Verkhoyansk thrust-and-fold belt. Mesoproterozoic to Paleozoic structures had various impacts on the Mesozoic

compressional structures. Rifting at 1000–950 Ma formed extensional detachment and normal faults that were reactivated as

thrusts characteristic of the Verkhoyansk foreland. Younger Neoproterozoic compressional structures do not display any

evidence for Mesozoic reactivation. Several initially east-dipping Late Devonian normal faults were passively rotated during

Mesozoic orogenesis and are now recognized as west-dipping thrusts, but without significant reactivation displacement along

fault surfaces.
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1. Introduction

The east margin of the Siberian craton is a typical

passive margin with a thick succession of sedimentary

rocks ranging in age from Mesoproterozoic to Tertiary

(Nokleberg, 1994; Parfenov, 1995; Parfenov and

Kuzmin, 2001). Carbonate and terrigenous rocks pre-

dominate, but mafic volcanics and sills are found

throughout the succession. During the Mesozoic, the

succession was deformed and thrust onto the Siberian

craton, forming the frontal ranges of the Verkhoyansk
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thrust-and-fold belt, which separates the ancient Sibe-

rian craton from Paleozoic and Mesozoic accretionary

complexes of northeast Russia (Fig. 1).

The stratigraphy and composition of synchronous

units do not significantly vary along the east margin

of Siberian craton, suggesting that sedimentation

occurred in a single basin (Kovalskiy, 1985; Parfenov,

1995; Parfenov and Kuzmin, 2001). The most com-

plete section encompassing the Mesoproterozoic to

Mesozoic is located in the South Verkhoyansk (south-

ern part of the Verkhoyansk thrust-and-fold belt).

This section will be discussed in this paper in the

most detail. Some Proterozoic successions are also

exposed in the northernmost part of the Verkhoyansk

thrust-and-fold belt (Kharaulakh range), but most of

the lower Paleozoic rocks in the Kharaulakh range

were eroded prior to Devonian. Devonian rocks are

also locally exposed above the main basal detachment

that separates the thrust-and-fold belt from the Sibe-

rian craton. The rest of the frontal ranges of the

Verkhoyansk thrust-and-fold belt are covered with

Carboniferous to Triassic siliciclastics (Verkhoyansk

Complex).

The Mesozoic tectonic and magmatic events have

been described by Parfenov et al. (1995), Prokopiev

(1998), Layer et al. (2001), Parfenov and Kuzmin

(2001) and others. In addition, during the Neoproter-

ozoic and Paleozoic time, the east margin of the

Fig. 1. Simplified tectonic map of the northeastern Russia. Numbers in circles are the main areas referred to in the text: 1—Olenek uplift, 2—

Aldan shield, 3—Okhotsk massif (3a—Upper Maya uplift, 3b—Kukhtuy uplift), 4—Omolon massif, 5—Kharaulakh segment of the West

Verkhoyansk.
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Siberian craton was affected by several rifting and

compressional events (Fig. 2). Related structures are

clearly recognized in outcrop and on large-scale geo-

logic maps, or are inferred from the compositions of

related sedimentary and magmatic rocks. Our main

objective in this paper is to illustrate the relationships

between modern and ancient structures and to dem-

onstrate which pre-Mesozoic event had the largest

impacts on the geometry of Mesozoic faults in the

frontal ranges of the Verkhoyansk thrust-and-fold

belt.

2. Geologic framework and structural style of the

Mesozoic orogen

The Verkhoyansk foreland thrust-and-fold belt

consists of the West Verkhoyansk and South Ver-

khoyansk sectors, with several segments characterized

by specific frontal thrust structures (Parfenov et al.,

1995). The West Verkhoyansk sector is overthrust

onto the Mesozoic foredeep basin. However, in the

South Verkhoyansk sector the Mesozoic foredeep

pinches out, and foreland thrust sheets are in direct

contact with the Siberian craton. In the South Ver-

khoyansk, a major thrust separating the Siberian

craton from foreland structures is usually described

as the Nelkan–Kyllakh thrust. Three major, strike-

parallel zones, the Maya–Kyllakh, Sette–Daban and

South Verkhoyansk synclinorium are recognized in

the South Verkhoyansk sector, along with a number of

subzones (Fig. 3) (Yan-Zhin-Shin, 1983; Prokopiev,

1989; Khudoley and Guriev, 1994; Parfenov and

Kuzmin, 2001). These zones reflect eastward migra-

tion of the sedimentary basin depocenter from Meso-

proterozoic to late Paleozoic time. Structural style is

Fig. 2. Tectonic evolution of the east margin of the Siberian craton, summarizing data from the South Verkhoyansk sector and Kharaulakh

segment of the West Verkhoyansk sector. Sedimentary units are separated by heavy lines into major cycles, corresponding to evolution of

tectonic environments. Data sources: Yan-Zhin-Shin (1983), Kovalskiy (1985), Bowring et al. (1993), Rainbird et al. (1998), Khudoley et al.

(2001a,b), Khudoley and Serkina (2002), Layer et al. (2001), Parfenov and Kuzmin (2001), Prokopiev et al. (2001).
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controlled by proximity to the Siberian craton and by

the distribution of more resistant units within the

succession.

The westernmost zone, the Maya–Kyllakh, is

dominated by Precambrian and Cambrian rock units

that are locally overlain with low-angle unconformity

by Lower Carboniferous, Lower Permian, or Lower

Jurassic rocks. The Precambrian succession contains

both resistant carbonate and sandstone and recessive

shale units, which from oldest to youngest comprise

the Uchur, Aimchan, Kerpyl, Lakhanda, Uy and

Yudoma groups. Most of these groups are bounded,

above and below, by regional unconformities. The

main structural style of the Maya–Kyllakh zone is

manifested by a west-vergent imbricate thrust fan

with fault-bend and fault-propagation tight anticlines

separated by wide, flat synclines (Fig. 4). According

to available potential field (gravity and aeromag-

netic) data, the crystalline basement surface does

not show significant offsets, but gradually dips east-

ward, implying predominance of thin-skinned tec-

tonics (Prokopiev, 1998; Parfenov and Kuzmin,

2001). Thick, resistant carbonate and sandstone units

favored the development of thick thrust sheets with

relatively simple internal structure. We interpret the

stratigraphic setting of rocks exposed at the base of

thrust sheets to indicate that, in the northern part of

the Maya–Kyllakh zone, the basal detachment is

Fig. 3. Simplified tectonic map of the South Verkhoyansk sector of the Verkhoyansk thrust-and-fold belt. See location in Fig. 1. Numbers in

circles indicate locations of the main sections of the Uy Group discussed in the text. Abbreviations: BrF—Burkhala fault, BlT—Bilyakchan

thrust, ChT—Chelat thrust, NKT—Nelkan–Kyllakh thrust, SF—Setaniya fault, UBT—Ulakhan–Bam thrust, UMU—Upper Maya uplift of the

Okhotsk massif.
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located in the lower part of the Uchur Group, and

probably separates the sedimentary succession from

the crystalline basement. In the central part of the

zone, basal detachment is located within the sedi-

mentary succession within the upper Kerpyl Group

or at the base of the Lakhanda Group. In the south-

ern part of the zone, the basal detachment is at the

base of the Kerpyl Group or within the Aimchan

Group and is fairly close to crystalline basement.

These kilometer-scale changes in the stratigraphic

location of the basal detachment point to the occur-

rence of transverse footwall ramps (Fig. 3), which

most likely represent pre-Mesozoic transverse struc-

tures. Average estimated shortening varies from

approximately 20 to 40 km, and is typically about

25–35% of initial width of the Maya–Kyllakh zone.

This range of horizontal shortening is close to

reported values from other parts of the frontal ranges

of the Verkhoyansk thrust-and-fold belt (Parfenov et

al., 1995). In the eastern part of the Maya–Kyllakh

zone, the Ulakhan–Bam and Chelat thrusts separate

slope facies of the Uy Group from an area dominated

by synchronous platform facies. The thickness of

individual thrust sheets increases eastward, mainly

due to significant thickening of the late Mesoproter-

ozoic Uy Group and presence of a more complete

stratigraphic section. Total composite thickness of

the Maya–Kyllakh zone succession is inferred to be

about 16 km (Yan-Zhin-Shin, 1983; Khudoley et al.,

2001b; Parfenov and Kuzmin, 2001).

Fig. 4. Balanced and restored cross-sections, Maya–Kyllakh zone. See location in Fig. 3. Abbreviations: ChT—Chelat thrust, NKT—Nelkan–

Kyllakh thrust, UBT—Ulakhan–Bam thrust.
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The Sette–Daban zone is located to the east of

the Maya–Kyllakh zone and consists of Vendian to

Lower Carboniferous strata. However, northwards,

the Maya–Kyllakh zone pinches out and the Sette–

Daban zone is in direct contact with the Siberian

craton (Fig. 3). Although carbonate rock units pre-

dominate, Cambrian and Lower Ordovician succes-

sions contain thick shale units and shale interbeds.

Shale content increases eastward. Sedimentation was

nearly continuous until the Early Devonian, but

Middle Devonian to Lower Carboniferous rocks

contain many local and regional unconformities

(Fig. 2). Wide distribution of recessive shaly lime-

stone and shale units favored the development of

folds with a very complex geometry above a regional

detachment. The most characteristic structural fea-

tures of the Sette–Daban zone are fan-like fold-and-

thrust structures near the Burkhala fault, and a set of

en echelon faults, collectively known as the Setaniya

fault. These structures are dominated by normal

bedding west of the fault zones and by west-dipping,

overturned bedding to the east (Fig. 5A). Both the

Burkhala and Setaniya faults have a significant

sinistral strike-slip component of displacement and

are often interpreted as transpression zones with

related flower-like structures (Prokopiev, 1989).

However, their origin may be the result of oblique

wedging of the sedimentary succession during Mes-

ozoic thrusting. Several stages of the Mesozoic

deformation are recognized in the easternmost part

of the Sette–Daban zone.

In the less deformed northern part of the Sette–

Daban zone, sinistral strike-slip faults are not accom-

panied by fan-like structures. In the western part of

this area, several east-dipping thrust sheets with very

complex internal folding are thrust onto the Siberian

Fig. 5. Cross-sections, showing modern structure of the South Verkhoyansk sector of the Verkhoyansk thrust-and-fold belt. (A) Sette–Daban

zone, (B) South Verkhoyansk synclinorium. See location in Fig. 3.
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craton. However, in the eastern part, east-dipping

thrusts alternate with approximately parallel, normal

faults. Shaly units are cleaved and affected by low-

grade greenschist metamorphism. Fold-related short-

ening is estimated as 30–40% (Prokopiev, 1989). The

total composite thickness of the Vendian to Lower

Carboniferous succession is inferred to be about 14

km (Yan-Zhin-Shin, 1983; Parfenov and Kuzmin,

2001).

The easternmost zone of the South Verkhoyansk

sector is the South Verkhoyansk synclinorium, which

consists of Lower Carboniferous to Jurassic siliciclas-

tics of the Verkhoyansk Complex. These rocks cover

most of the Verkhoyansk thrust-and-fold belt and

form a coarsening and shoaling upward succession

typical of delta-submarine fan systems (Egorov, 1993;

Khudoley and Guriev, 1994). Sedimentation within

this complex was nearly continuous, although some

unconformities are recognized in Triassic rocks. Folds

of different geometry are the most characteristic

structures of the South Verkhoyansk synclinorium.

The west part of the synclinorium, with a predom-

inance of recessive fine-grained siliciclastics, contains

highly deformed sinistral shear zones (Fig. 5B). Out-

side of the shear zones, the enveloping surfaces of

minor folds have relatively simple geometries. Far-

ther east are widespread occurrences of resistant,

massive sandstone units; structures are dominated by

close to open folds with simple geometries, as well as

transverse dextral strike-slip faults. Rocks of the

South Verkhoyansk synclinorium are intruded by

Early Cretaceous granites (Prokopiev, 1998; Layer et

al., 2001). Total composite thickness of the Ver-

khoyansk Complex is inferred to be about 18 km

(Khudoley and Guriev, 1994; Parfenov and Kuzmin,

2001).

The Okhotsk massif lies to the east and southeast

of the South Verkhoyansk synclinorium. The south-

west part of the Okhotsk massif, the Upper Maya

uplift, is thrust onto the Maya–Kyllakh zone and

South Verkhoyansk synclinorium along the Bilyak-

chan thrust (Fig. 3). Probably, the Bilyakchan thrust

also contains a sinistral strike-slip component of

displacement (Parfenov and Kuzmin, 2001). The age

and composition of its basement is close to that of

the Aldan shield of the Siberian platform (Kuzmin

et al., 1995). Paleomagnetic data indicate that, in late

Mesoproterozoic time, the Okhotsk massif was rela-

Fig. 6. Geologic map and cross-section of the Kharaulakh segment of the West Verkhoyansk sector, after Mezhvilk et al. (1978), Parfenov et al.

(1995), and Parfenov and Kuzmin (2001). See location in Fig. 1.
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tively close to the Siberian craton (Pavlov et al.,

1991). However, the relationship between the Sibe-

rian craton and Okhotsk massif is still in dispute

(Parfenov, 1995). The southern part of the Okhotsk

massif and southernmost Verkhoyansk thrust-and-fold

belt are overlapped by Cretaceous volcanics of the

Okhotsk–Chukotka volcanic belt.

In the Kharaulakh segment of the West Ver-

khoyansk thrust-and-fold belt, Precambrian and

lower Paleozoic rocks cover significantly less area

than in the South Verkhoyansk (Fig. 6). Structural

style and stratigraphic sections show that in the

Kharaulakh segment there are correlatives of the

Maya–Kyllakh zone and South Verkhoyansk syncli-

norium, whereas correlatives of the Sette–Daban

zone are represented by very local occurrences of

Upper Devonian basalts and carbonates. Most latest

Neoproterozoic to Mesozoic tectonic events are rec-

ognized in both Kharaulakh and South Verkhoyansk.

The Kharaulakh segment does not contain rocks

synchronous to the Uy Group of the South Ver-

khoyansk, representing 1000–950 Ma rifting, but

was affected by Tertiary rifting that is not recognized

in the South Verkhoyansk.

3. Meso- to Neoproterozoic (f1000–950 Ma)

rifting

A rifting event that occurred at ca. 1000–950 Ma

is well documented by voluminous mafic sills and

flows (up to 900 m total thickness) and significant

changes in depositional environments (Rainbird et al.,

1998; Khudoley et al., 2001b; Parfenov and Kuzmin,

Fig. 7. Correlation chart for the upper Mesoproterozoic– lower Neoproterozoic Uy Group showing facies and thickness changes of rock units.

Numbers in circles correspond to those in Fig. 3 and show locations of sections. Data source for compiled sections are unpublished observations

of authors as well as data by Nevolin et al. (1978), Semikhatov and Serebryakov (1983), Yan-Zhin-Shin (1983), Sukhorukov (1986), Yakshin

and Isakov (1991) and unpublished reports. Radiometric ages are from Pavlov et al. (1992, Sm–Nd), and Rainbird et al. (1998, U–Pb).
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2001). Thus, most Mesoproterozoic successions con-

sist of carbonates and mature terrigenous rocks that

were deposited in a shallow epicontinental sea. They

show very gradual lateral changes in lithology and

thickness. However, the uppermost Mesoproterozoic

to Neoproterozoic Uy Group is distinguished from

underlying units by its terrigenous composition and

abrupt facies and thickness variations. The Uy Group

changes from less than 800 m in thickness with

predominance of mature quartz sandstone in the west

to a nearly 5-km-thick unit with wide distribution of

immature sandstones and intercalated volcanic rocks

in easternmost outcrops (Fig. 7) (Khudoley et al.,

2001b). The middle part of the Uy Group is the only

unit in the Precambrian succession that contains

relatively deep-water sediments containing evidence

of deposition by sediment gravity–mass flows. Al-

though some changes in thickness of the Uy Group

may be explained by pre-Vendian erosion, most units

depositionally thin and give way to mature quartz

arenite westward, towards the Siberian craton. Facies

and thickness distributions of the Uy Group are

controlled by faults, which are recognized as thrusts

(Yan-Zhin-Shin, 1983; Khudoley et al., 2001b; Parfe-

nov and Kuzmin, 2001). These thrusts also appears to

have controlled magmatic activity; most of the sills

and volcanics are located on hanging wall, close to the

fault surface and abruptly decreases in volume both

eastward and westward.

Abrupt thickness and facies variations of the Uy

Group between different thrust sheets may be result of

the Mesozoic orogeny that juxtaposed different struc-

tural units and hid transitions between them. Another

possible interpretation is that some thrusts are reac-

tivated normal faults that were active during deposi-

tion of the Uy Group. To test both options, we studied

the structure of several major thrusts and restored

cross-sections.

The map in Fig. 8 shows the general structure of

the frontal Nelkan–Kyllakh thrust, which is typical

for most major thrusts of the South Verkhoyansk

sector. Here Mesoproterozoic rocks of the thrust-and-

fold belt overthrusted onto the Cambrian and the

uppermost Neoproterozoic rock units of the Siberian

Fig. 8. Geologic map of the Nelkan–Kyllakh thrust, showing association of parallel thrusts and normal fault, after Potapov and Lobanova

(1999), simplified and modified. See location in Fig. 3. Abbreviation: NKT—Nelkan–Kyllakh thrust.
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craton sedimentary cover (Fig. 3), showing a set of

parallel faults. Two frontal faults are thrusts that put

older Mesoproterozoic units onto younger ones.

However, the most internal fault separates the lower

Uy Group in the footwall from the upper Uy Group

in the hanging wall and is a normal fault. The

normal fault is parallel to frontal thrusts and cuts

bedding at a very low angle. Close proximity of

parallel thrusts and normal faults in frontal ranges of

thrust-and-fold belts is unusual, but can be explained

if faults were syn-sedimentary normal faults and

some of them were reactivated during Mesozoic

compression.

Balanced and restored cross-sections are presented

in Fig. 4. In the restored sections, the datum is the

sub-Vendian unconformity and rocks above it are not

plotted, to make variations in Mesoproterozoic unit

thicknesses more apparent. Typically, the most com-

plete sections of Mesoproterozoic strata are exposed

in the hanging wall anticlines in the lower parts of

thrust sheets near fault surfaces. However, where

observable, facies and thickness changes in single

thrust sheets are very moderate, and, to simplify

construction of cross-sections, we hypothesize that

the thickness of the entire succession is approxi-

mately constant within each thrust sheet, although

total thickness of thrust sheets increases eastward.

On the restored cross-sections, the basal detachments

have several steps that reflect an eastward increase in

the thickness of individual thrust sheets. However,

for most thrusts, these steps may be averaged by a

low-angle line that is approximately parallel to the

surface of the Siberian craton basement (Fig. 4). It

seems reasonable to conclude that this ‘‘averaged’’

detachment corresponds to its actual configuration

during the Mesozoic orogeny. Furthermore, small

steps on the restored cross-sections likely result from

very gradual eastward thickening of Mesoproterozoic

units across individual thrust sheets.

This explanation cannot be applied to the Nel-

kan–Kyllakh thrust, which is in direct structural

contact with the Siberian craton, nor the Ulakhan–

Bam and Chelat thrusts, which are located between

platform and slope facies within the miogeocline.

Here, steps in the detachment are too large to be

accommodated by a gently dipping slope of the

Siberian craton. We therefore infer that they are

evidence of syn-sedimentary structures that caused

local increases in the thickness distribution of the Uy

Group. According to the restored cross-sections,

during deposition of late Mesoproterozoic–early

Neoproterozoic Uy Group these faults were normal

faults with vertical offset about 2–3 km. This

corresponds well with the interpretation of the Nel-

kan–Kyllakh thrust as a reactivated normal fault that

resulted from existence of thrust-parallel normal

faults (Fig. 8). However, sedimentation-controlled

normal faults of the South Verkhoyansk were only

reactivated during Mesozoic orogeny, approximately

850 My after their origin.

4. Neoproterozoic compression

Vendian sandstone and dolostone rock units are

separated from underlying Mesoproterozoic to lower

Neoproterozoic succession by an unconformity that is

recognized throughout northeast Russia and Siberia

(Semikhatov and Serebryakov, 1983). In the east

margin of the Siberia craton and adjacent parts of

the Kharaulakh segment and the South Verkhoyansk

sector, a very low-angle unconformity gradually cuts

progressively older Mesoproterozoic units, so that, in

the Aldan and Anabar shields, Vendian dolostone lies

directly on Archean and Paleoproterozoic crystalline

rocks. An angular unconformity transecting older

sedimentary rocks at up to 15j is only recognized in

the easternmost exposures of the Maya–Kyllakh

zone, where pre-Vendian rocks were affected by mild

folding and thrusting (Arkhipov et al., 1981). The age

of this event is poorly constrained—the youngest

folded rock unit is the Uy Group, which is dated at

about 1000 Ma, whereas overlapping Vendian rocks

are younger than 650 Ma.

Neoproterozoic thrusts cut the Mesoproterozoic

succession and are unconformably overlapped by

uppermost Neoproterozoic (Vendian) rock units. A

typical example is shown in Fig. 9. In the modern

structure, this fault is a high-angle reverse fault that

dips eastward with dip angle varying from 40j to 60j.
However, it is a bedding-parallel fault with a hanging

wall anticline that is typical of thrusts. The overlying

Vendian rock units dip eastward as well, at an angle of

15–30j, and after rotation of Vendian rocks to a

subhorizontal bedding attitude the fault transforms

into east-dipping thrust. Similar thrusts were recog-
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nized throughout the easternmost part of the Maya–

Kyllakh zone.

The pre-Vendian paleogeological map (Fig. 10)

shows the main features of the late Neoproterozoic

structure. The area can be divided into two

domains—an east domain with rare thrusts and

gentle to open folds, and a west domain without

compressional structures and very gentle bedding

with dip angles typically less than 1j. In terms of

structural setting, mapped Neoproterozoic thrusts are

similar to the Mesozoic Nelkan–Kyllakh thrust,

which separates the Siberian craton, with subhori-

zontal bedding, from the frontal ranges of the Ver-

khoyansk thrust-and-fold belt. However, there are no

data about eastward and northward extension of the

Neoproterozoic compressional structures as related

areas are covered by the upper Paleozoic–Mesozoic

Verkhoyansk Complex siliciclastics. Although Neo-

proterozoic thrusts in Fig. 10 seem to be an impor-

tant structural feature, they do not correspond to any

significant modern structure and are difficult to be

recognized on the geological maps. They are located

within units that are bounded by Mesozoic thrusts

and do not show any evidence of reactivation during

Mesozoic orogenesis.

5. Latest Neoproterozoic–early Paleozoic rifting

Although the f 950–1000 Ma rifting event was

associated with significant normal faulting and sig-

nificant volumes of basic magmatic rocks, Precam-

brian rock units of the South Verkhoyansk do not

show evidence of the full-scale continental separa-

tion that probably occurred to the northeast of the

South Verkhoyansk and Okhotsk massif (Khudoley

et al., 2001b). Facies changes typical of modern

passive margins with a transition from shelf carbo-

Fig. 9. Neoproterozoic (pre-Vendian) thrust. (A) Geologic map, after Starnikov (1993), (B) cross-section. See location in Fig. 3. Abbreviations

(on cross-section): PR Lh—Lakhanda Group, PR Kr2—upper Kerpyl Group, PR Kr1—lower Kerpyl Group.
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nates to deep-water shales and carbonate turbidites

are recognized both in the South Verkhoyansk and

Kharaulakh areas only in Cambrian and younger

rocks. The Neoproterozoic rifting event is approx-

imately 450 My older than the beginning of passive

margin sedimentation and, therefore, they cannot

belong to a single tectonic cycle. Initiation of the

Paleozoic passive margin sedimentation required a

rifting event close to the beginning of the Paleozoic

(Fig. 2).

The occurrence of the latest Neoproterozoic to

early Paleozoic rifting is inferred from subsidence

analysis (Khudoley and Serkina, 2002). Preliminary

construction of tectonic subsidence curves points to

several rifting events between 570 and 520 Ma.

Rifting was accompanied by some magmatic activity

as well. In the Kharaulakh segment, the Lower Cam-

brian rock units contain alkaline basalts that are

located at the same stratigraphic level as volcanic

breccia from the Olenek uplift dated by the U–Pb

method at 544 Ma (Bowring et al., 1993). In the

southern part of the Siberian craton, rift-related mag-

matism is probably represented by a few alkaline-

ultramafic intrusions. One of them, the Ingili pluton,

has discordant U–Pb age of 640 Ma that is approx-

imately correlative with K–Ar dates from biotite of

640 and 660 Ma (Semikhatov and Serebryakov,

1983).

No structural evidence for occurrence of normal

faults of latest Neoproterozoic–early Paleozoic age

have been observed in the study area. Facies and

thickness changes in Cambrian rocks usually are

very gradual, although fault-related escarpments are

hypothesized because of the abrupt appearance of

breccia units. However, none of these assumed

faults may be directly correlated with faults on the

modern geological map. No structures are correlated

with early Paleozoic alkaline basalt sills with dis-

cordant U–Pb age of 450F 12 Ma and alkaline

ultramafic intrusions with Sm–Nd isochron age of

487F 29 Ma recently identified in the Sette–Daban

zone (Fig. 2) (Khudoley et al., 2001a). Only a few

normal faults separating Cambrian platform and

slope facies, like those shown in the east part of

Fig. 10. Pre-Vendian paleogeological map, after Semikhatov and Serebryakov (1983), and Khudoley (1985).
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cross-sections in Fig. 4, are probably related to early

Paleozoic passive margin formation. Probably, the

Burkhala fault, separating different Cambrian suc-

cessions, is also of early Paleozoic origin. However,

these faults cut younger Paleozoic rock units as

well, and precise determination of their age requires

more study.

6. Devonian rifting

A Devonian rifting event is widespread through-

out the east margin of Siberian craton. Numerous

tholeiite and alkaline basalt flows are intercalated

with conglomerate, sandstone, evaporite and carbo-

nate units in coarsening-upward cycles. These were

deposited in continental to lagoonal and shallow-

marine environments that are characteristic of rift

successions. The earliest stage of the rifting event is

Middle Devonian in age and is reported only in the

Sette–Daban zone, whereas Upper Devonian rift-

related strata are recognized in all parts of the east

margin of the Siberian craton. Late Devonian rift-

ing was accompanied by local compression, that is

clearly identified in different localities of the Sette–

Daban zone (Guriev, 1989; Khudoley and Guriev,

1994), especially in its southernmost part where Late

Devonian granites (356F 2.8 Ma) were recently

identified by Ar–Ar dating (Prokopiev et al.,

2001). Devonian rifting is usually considered to be

the most widespread extensional event that resulted

in formation of a micro-ocean basin to the east of

Siberian craton (Parfenov, 1995; Parfenov and Kuz-

min, 2001).

Late Devonian normal faults are widespread in

the east part of the Sette–Daban zone. The north part

of the latter contains well-exposed mountain ranges

where all relationships between rock units can be

seen in outcrop. A typical example is shown in Fig.

11. Here Ordovician to Devonian rocks are conform-

ably folded with adjacent siliciclastics of the Ver-

khoyansk Complex, indicating a Mesozoic age of

deformation. In the west part of the cross-section,

there are locally thick units of Famennian olisto-

stromes exposed in the hanging wall of normal fault.

To the east, the olistostrome units transform into

sandy shales, indicating a provenance area just to the

west of their present location. Most blocks in the

olistostrome unit are of local origin and were derived

from underlying Devonian to Ordovician rocks that

were exposed on local highs during olistostrome

deposition. According to sedimentary structures and

distribution of olistostrome units, the predominant

depositional environment is inferred to be slumps

and slides in intermontane depressions (Kropachev et

al., 1997). The interpretation shown in Fig. 11B

assumes that a modern east-dipping normal fault

separating Ordovician and Devonian rocks was

formed in Famennian time during olistostrome unit

deposition, as an east-dipping normal fault with a

hanging wall half-graben basin that is typical for rift

environments. Vertical offset along this normal fault

was more than 2 km with correspondent block

rotation of about 20j. A few west-dipping bedding-

parallel faults within Middle Devonian are also

interpreted as Devonian in age, and they were

formed due to gravitational sliding along an evapor-

ite unit during progressive development of a half-

graben basin and corresponding increase in the dip

of its slope.

More often Late Devonian faults are recognized

on large-scale geological maps by abrupt changes in

the upper Paleozoic stratigraphy. A typical example

is shown in Fig. 12. Three fault-bounded strati-

graphic domains are recognized in the map area.

East and west domains contain Devonian and Silur-

ian rock units, with total thickness of about 2 km,

that are truncated by a pre-Carboniferous unconform-

ity in a central domain. Overlapping Carboniferous

units do not show any significant changes in thick-

ness and lithology throughout the study area and

domain-bounding faults juxtapose the upper part of

the Lower Carboniferous limestone with the lower

part of the Lower to Middle Carboniferous silici-

clastics. According to changes in pre-Carboniferous

stratigraphy, domain-bounding faults display vertical

displacement of at least 2 km, whereas vertical

displacement measured by offset of Carboniferous

rocks is not more than 500 m. Therefore, at least 1.5

km of displacement occurred in pre-Carboniferous

time. Another pre-Carboniferous structure is a strike-

parallel fault within the central domain with at least

2 km of vertical offset of Silurian–Ordovician rocks,

and tens meters of offset of the lower contact of

Lower Carboniferous limestone. The age of these

faults is inferred to be Late Devonian because Lower
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Devonian and older rock units are of marine origin

with only gradual facial and thickness changes,

whereas Upper Devonian rocks are partly of con-

tinental origin and contains coarse-grained clastics

deposited close to uplifted highs (Khudoley and

Guriev, 1994).

Late Devonian faults were only rarely reactivated

during Mesozoic orogenesis, whereas many faults

were passively involved in the Mesozoic structure.

Thus, the Late Devonian normal fault shown in Fig.

11 still preserves its initial geometry and the step-

like surface of the fault is probably the only influ-

ence of Mesozoic tectonics. A fault separating the

west and central domains in Fig. 12 is now a west-

dipping normal fault that does not show any influ-

ence of Mesozoic tectonics. Two other faults from

Fig. 12 are now high-angle, close to vertical, west-

dipping reverse faults. We interpret them as initially

east-dipping normal faults similar to that in Fig. 11,

which were passively rotated during the Mesozoic.

Another example of a Late Devonian fault passively

involved in the Mesozoic structure is presented in

Fig. 13, which shows an overturned syncline con-

taining fault-bounded Middle Ordovician to Carbon-

iferous rocks in the core. The fault on the east side

(Setaniya fault) was affected by several stages of

deformation and has both sinistral strike-slip and

thrust components of displacement. Faults on the

west of syncline are parallel to each other and in

their present day configuration are recognized as

Fig. 11. Late Devonian normal fault: (A) cross-section through the Khurat syncline (northern Sette–Daban zone, after Kropachev et al., 1997,

simplified), (B) its interpretation as a Famennian half-graben basin. See location in Fig. 3.
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west-dipping thrusts. The westernmost has typical

thrust geometry with a hanging wall anticline and

hanging wall bedding being approximately parallel

to fault surface. However, the fault bounding the

western part of the syncline does not contain a

hanging wall anticline and cuts hanging wall bed-

ding at a high angle. Available field observations

show that in the footwall bedding is mainly parallel

to the fault surface, but locally is truncated by the

fault at a high angle. This geometry is not typical

for thrusts, but may be explained as a result of

clockwise passive rotation of a fault that was ini-

tially an east-dipping listric normal fault which

locally cut bedding at a high angle, but mainly

was subparallel to hanging wall bedding (Fig.

13B). This interpretation is also supported by the

eastward thinning of Famennian rock units and

paleocurrent measurements that show a southwestern

provenance (Guriev, 1989). Rotation of the normal

fault also led to folding of rocks in the hanging wall

and transformation of the hanging wall into a foot-

wall. This rotation resulted in a fault recognized in

modern structure as a west-dipping reverse fault or

thrust (Fig. 13C). According to differences in Ordo-

vician stratigraphy, vertical displacement along this

fault is about 1.5 km, which is typical for many Late

Devonian normal faults and does not assume sig-

nificant reactivation during Mesozoic orogeny. The

main evidence of Mesozoic reactivation of some

Devonian faults is the offset of Carboniferous and

Fig. 12. Map and stratigraphic sections showing Late Devonian normal faults reactivated during Mesozoic orogeny. See location in Fig. 3.
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younger rocks across them. Typically this is very

small, and for most faults is not greater than several

hundred meters (Fig. 12).

7. Discussion

According to restored cross-sections in the south-

ern part of South Verkhoyansk, the Siberian craton

crystalline basement that underlies Mesoproterozoic

intracontinental basin strata extended at least 40 km

to the east from its present surface expression at the

contact between the Maya–Kyllakh and Sette–

Daban zones (Fig. 4). Its extension roughly corre-

lates with the first occurrence of Neoproterozoic and

early Paleozoic slope facies and synchronous rift-

related mafic magmatic rocks. It was probably an

ancient continental margin hinge zone at the begin-

ning of the attenuated transitional continental crust.

The width of the zone, including transitional con-

tinental crust, cannot be estimated. However, Middle

Devonian to lowermost Carboniferous sedimentary

Fig. 13. West-dipping reverse fault (A), and its interpretation as east-dipping Late Devonian normal fault (B), passively rotated during Mesozoic

orogeny (C). Dash and dot lines show different rock units in the Ordovician succession. See location in Fig. 3.

Fig. 14. Proposed model for the tectonic evolution of the east margin of the Siberian craton. (A) Rifting at 1000–950 Ma and formation of low-

angle extensional detachment and high-angle normal faults (future Nelkan–Kyllakh, Chelat and Ulakhan–Bam thrusts) that controlled

synchronous sedimentation and magmatic activity. (B) Latest Neoproterozoic (Vendian) to Triassic stage. Neoproterozoic normal faults are

hidden under thin sedimentary cover of Vendian and Paleozoic rock units. To the east of Neoproterozoic normal faults, new normal faults

control sedimentation and magmatic activity. Note eastward migration of sedimentary basin depocenter. (C) Mesozoic orogeny. Reactivation of

Neoproterozoic normal faults as thrusts, formation of sinistral strike-slip fault as a result of oblique thrusting, passive rotation of Late Devonian

normal faults to form west-dipping thrusts. Abbreviations: BrF—Burkhala fault, ChT—Chelat thrust, NKT—Nelkan–Kyllakh thrust, UBT—

Ulakhan–Bam thrust.
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rocks exposed on the east margin of the Sette–

Daban zone are of shallow-marine to continental

origin. Furthermore, some Devonian basalts display

a distribution of trace and rare earth elements sug-

gesting contamination by continental crust material

(Khudoley, Kropachev, unpublished data). Because
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Middle Devonian to Lower Carboniferous rocks are

exposed about 30–40 km to the east of the first

appearance of lower Paleozoic slope facies, and

shortening of the Sette–Daban zone is more than

40% (Prokopiev, 1989), the width of the transitional

zone is at least 60–75 km. This means that the inner

zone of Neoproterozoic and Paleozoic rifts with

oceanic crust was located at least 100 km to the

east from modern boundary between Maya–Kyllakh

and Sette–Daban zones. This area is now covered by

siliciclastics of the Verkhoyansk Complex. Moreover,

the zone of rift-related attenuated transitional crust is

also covered by the Verkhoyansk Complex. This

partly explains why structural evidences of some

of the latest Neoproterozoic–early Paleozoic exten-

sional tectonics events are so rare.

Data presented in this paper show significant

influences on Mesozoic structures from faults initi-

ated during late Mesoproterozoic–early Neoprotero-

zoic (about 1000–950 Ma) rifting. These are the

oldest faults recognized in the study area and they

developed in an extensional environment. All

younger faults ranging in age from Neoproterozoic

to Devonian did not have significant influence on

geometry of the Mesozoic thrust-and-fold belt,

although some reactivation of Devonian normal

faults is reported from the easternmost part of the

Sette–Daban zone. During Mesozoic orogeny, the

late Mesoproterozoic–early Neoproterozoic normal

faults located in the Maya–Kyllakh zone were

reactivated as thrusts, and in the modern structure

the Maya–Kyllakh zone is a tectonically inverted

counterpart of the late Mesoproterozoic–early Neo-

proterozoic Uy Group sedimentary basin. In modern

structure, the most prominent hanging wall anticlines

occur to the west of syn-sedimentary ramps. Thick

successions of the Uy Group were displaced out of

their depositional basins and juxtaposed over much

thinner synchronous rock units deposited on the

footwall of syn-sedimentary normal fault. Structural

depressions, represented by wide synclines, occur

above low-angle to subhorizontal basement of half-

graben basins.

The structural style of the Maya–Kyllakh and

Sette–Daban zone is similar to that of the Canadian

Cordilleran foreland to the east of the Purcell anti-

clinorium (e.g. Fig. 2.6 from Price, 1994). Influence

of strike-parallel sedimentation-controlled basement

ramps or normal faults in the Canadian Cordilleran

foreland was reported from the southern Rocky

Mountains (Price, 1994; Price and Sears, 2000),

northern Rocky Mountains (McMechan et al.,

1991) and Mackenzie Mountains (Thompson et al.,

1987; McMechan et al., 1991). As in the South

Verkhoyansk sector, these syn-sedimentary structures

are Mesoproterozoic to Neoproterozoic in age and

are related to ancient rifting events. Reactivation of

syn-sedimentary faults is also documented in thrust-

and-fold belts with structural styles that are very

different from that of the Verkhoyansk thrust-and-

fold belt. For example, in the Alps many major

thrusts separating tectonic and paleogeographic units

in the Helvetic, Penninic and Austroalpine nappes

are reactivated normal faults that bounded half-gra-

ben basins during initial stages of Mesozoic rifting

(Lemoine and Trumpy, 1987; Froitzheim and Eberli,

1990). Some rift-related normal faults still preserve

their initial geometry with extensional detachment, a

splay of listric normal faults and tilted blocks in the

hanging wall, whereas others were overturned, so

that initially west-dipping normal faults are now

recognized as an east-dipping thrust faults (e.g.

Fig. 6 in Froitzheim and Manatschal, 1996). These

overturned normal faults are structurally similar to

those recognized in the easternmost part of the

Sette–Daban zone (Fig. 13).

Despite similarities in reactivation history be-

tween Verkhoyansk and other thrust-and-fold belts,

they differ in the involvement of basement on the rift

margins. In both comparable areas, the Cordilleran

foreland and the Alps, sedimentation was controlled

by basement ramps or normal faults that displaced

the basement surface. Available geophysical data

from Verkhoyansk do not support 2–3 km of dis-

placement of the basement surface that would be

required to accommodate the Uy Group thickness

changes. A possible tectonic model is presented in

Fig. 14. During the 1000–950 Ma rifting a large

extensional detachment was formed that attenuated

continental crust in the internal part of rift system

(Fig. 14A). In the outer part of rift, the detachment

was developed along the weakest horizons within the

sedimentary succession. Block rotation and transition

from one weak horizon to another made steps in the

basal detachment surface and caused significant

thickness variation in the rift-related deposits (Uy
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Group). In the South Verkhoyansk sector, the for-

mation of transitional continental crust and oceanic

crust occurred after the latest Neoproterozoic–early

Paleozoic rifting event that is recognized on both the

southeast (South Verkhoyansk) and northeast (Khar-

aulakh) margins of Siberian craton. However, the

axial zone of the related rift system (as well as for

Devonian rifting) was located to the east of the

1000–950 Ma rift zone that led to eastward mig-

ration of the sedimentary basin depocenter (Fig.

14B). As the result of eastward migration of the rift

axial zone, latest Neoproterozoic–Paleozoic rifting

events were less pronounced on the western margin

of the 1000–950 Ma rifts, which approximately

corresponds to the modern Maya–Kyllakh zone. In

the late Paleozoic–Mesozoic, axial zones of more

ancient rifts were covered by siliciclastics of the

Verkhoyansk Complex. During the Mesozoic orog-

eny, thrusts propagated along horizons that were

weakened during previous tectonic events (Fig.

14C). In the Maya–Kyllakh zone, the weakest hori-

zon was an extensional detachment with a splay of

normal faults that were reactivated as thrusts during

Mesozoic deformation. In the Sette–Daban zone,

ancient faults were passively rotated or, possibly,

reactivated as sinistral strike-slip faults due to obli-

que displacement of crystalline blocks. No pre-Mes-

ozoic faults are recognized in the South Verkhoyansk

synclinorium, and this probably resulting in a fold-

dominated structural style that greatly differs from

structural styles of the Maya–Kyllakh and Sette–

Daban zones.

8. Conclusions

The east margin of the Siberian craton is a typical

passive margin with a thick succession of sedimentary

rocks ranging in age from Mesoproterozoic to Ter-

tiary. During the Mesozoic orogeny this succession

was deformed and thrust onto the Siberian craton.

Several pre-Mesozoic tectonic events are recog-

nized. In the South Verkhoyansk, intense rifting

occurred about 1000–950 Ma. Sedimentation and

magmatism associated with the 1000–950 Ma rifting

event were controlled by syn-sedimentary listric nor-

mal faults that formed half-graben basins in the

Maya–Kyllakh zone. These faults are localized within

the sedimentary succession and do not affect crystal-

line basement. In today’s structure they are recognized

as thrusts. Thrusts related to late Neoproterozoic

compression event are reported from only the east-

ernmost part of the Maya–Kyllakh zone. No exten-

sional structures of latest Neoproterozoic –early

Paleozoic rifting events are recognized throughout

the study area. Late Devonian rifting events were

accompanied by synchronous normal faults; half-gra-

ben basins are widespread in the eastern part of the

Sette–Daban zone. Most of Late Devonian normal

faults were passively rotated during Mesozoic orog-

eny and do not show significant reactivation.

During Neoproterozoic–early Paleozoic rifting

events, the continental crust was attenuated and trans-

formed into transitional continental crust. Incorpora-

tion of data on shortening of the Maya–Kyllakh and

Sette–Daban zones show that the transitional crustal

zone and assumed inner parts of rifts with oceanic

crust are now hidden below late Paleozoic–Mesozoic

siliciclastics of the Verkhoyansk Complex. However,

the Neoproterozoic (1000–950 Ma) rifting event

affected the margin of Siberian craton and led to

formation of extensional detachments within the sedi-

mentary cover. These weakened zones were reacti-

vated during Mesozoic orogeny as thrusts that are

characteristic of the structural style of the Maya–

Kyllakh zone.
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